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Acoustic Conductivity of a Rigid Burming Surface
Bfv

S. S. Novikov and Yu. S.,Ryazantsev

Acoustic properties of a shock front, such as the front of a flae in gas,

were investigated theoretically in (Bibl. 1 thru 4). It was demonstrated in (Bibl. 4)

that taking into account the flow of mass through the flame front and reaction

of the flame front to a change in thermodynamic parameters of gas in acoustic wave

may cause a substantial change in the magnitude of acoustic conductivity of this

surface, determined by the kind of dependence of the flame propagation velocity

on thermodynamic parameters. Similar examination can be performed also in the case

of burning of condensed systems. In addition, whereas the applicability of such

an examination in case of the flame in gas was restricted particularly by the fact

that even a laminar flae is not planar because of instability (Bibl. 5), but has

a cellular structure (Bibl. 6, 7), the concept of the plane front of burning

is fully justified in case of the burning of condensed systems. The problem is

of interest because the magnitude of acoustic conductivity determines the boundary

condition on burning surface in existing theories of resonance burning (Bibi. 8, 9).

Subsequent examination permits to draw the following conclusions:

1. If the steady-state law of burning of the kind U= apV (v(<1) is fulfilled

under non-steady conditions, the rigid burning surface is acoustically stable.

2. Taking into account the appearance of entropic wave during the interaction

of acoustic wave with burning surface changes substantially the region of acoustic

stability.

3. It is possible to intensify a weak pressure wave during the interaction

with a rigid burning surface only if the nonsteady-state law of burning satisfiae

a certain condition (23) (see below).
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On the plane front of burning, regarding which one assumess that it coincides

with the surface of condensed phase (Fig. 1), are fulfilled the mass, Impulse and enerv,

conservation laws which, in the coordinate syutea connected wth, condansed phase

and constitutLin simultaneously the laboratory system, are written in the following

ftor

KPNA% ~PRODUC.TS
U P2 (ul + U) fl

Pi +P1U
2 

=P-: ` P:. (U2 ±U)2, ()0 1 01C, Ofl BuR8,4.-

W,+. w, - (U-+U

Here p, e, w are the pressure, density and enthalpy; U is the absolute value

of linear burning rate; u2 is the rate of outflow of gases, products of burning.

If the quantities P2 ' e2' u2 experience a weak disturbance 5P2P •(•'2, o2# 0- g.,

in a weak pressure wave ( p2 << P2 ) coning in from the direction of ccmbustion

products, then these disturbances on the front of burning are connected by relation

that are obtained through varying the equations of system (1). Discarding the term

which are quadratic in relation to variations, we obtain from (1) the sstems

of equations for variations

P'bU +1 U69, P2 (6u. 6() + ~'Uk,~
• 1.u-p= .,-2o, U•. +u u'. (2)

aw + b =6 . 2 (6. 6) 12)

Assuming that the condensed phase Is non-campressible, i. eo., e= Conts,

and discarding small members on the order of U2/?2(here 2  s th speed of amnd),

which is Justified by the fact that U/c 2 <<1 is alway fulfilled, we ebtal

instead of (2)
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pU (bu2 ±6U1) + Ut5p,
P,

6P, = bp: +'2p.iUbu:

6w, - U WU 6w . U (6u, + 6U) (3)

Disturbances in combustion products are ocmpoed of incident and reflected

pressure waves and entropic wave

bp2 = 6p:- - P 6p:-, = 60' + Pz*

6,= 6u.. +I 6u, 6W, 6W.-± 6W~j 6u'.0 (

Apart from that# variations of parameters on waves are interconnected

by equalities:

incident pressure wave

6u 6A7 602- b-- , (5)
P2C2  PO

reflected presae wave

-u + 6P'+ 6o2+ 6w.+ _ 6+ (6)
P2CS C2 - , 6.+ 2

entropic pressure wave

6U=-" ; 6po = 0, 6W'o - :6:" (7)
P2 (TI - )

It is assumed, here and further on, that cambustion products are the ideal gas.

We shal• consider the function U= U (p 2T2 ) as being known. This will permit to express

~uthrougsi P2 and 2

6( A6p 2 + B6:o20  (8)

Here

Li(u~ T2 BU B= C:2
(• ) (- )- (9)

Frc equations (3) thru (9) one can obtain the expression for acoustic conductivity
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which is equal to normal component of acoustic velocity to acoustic pressure.

With the above-indicated accuracy relative.to U/c 2 , the non-dimensional acoustic

conductivity of the rigid burning surface equals

P.c. (Pr - p.,) cA .

-C 2 - T - (10)

(T -1)(P -NpABU_ U

In (Bibl. 4) was obtained an approximate formula for ?, containing only the first

term, which corresponds to the case of large A.

If the dependence of burning rate on temperature of combustion products .is weak,

i. e., I b U/ T2 % 0, then formula (10) became considerably simplified

S-- (p, -- 2o) c.A 4- [T2:- (-:,2 . o,)U- ( 1

The following law of burning is valid for a wide class of condensed systems

U =ap2  (12)

In this case

-=0, B= 0, A =-U- (a)

Then

The possibility of intensification, ie.., increasing the amplitude of incident

wave on reflection, is determined by the sign of real component of the acoustic

conductivity. Intensification takes place if RBe < 0. In the given case, quantity

is real and g < 0 corresponds to intensification. This condition is reduced to

FTD-7T-62-169014+ 2



N> "T,-(T,-t~P,/Pz __ ,p (14)'", 0i -- P3/P1) • - , p1

In the first approximation on e /1,,condition (14) coincides with the condition

of burning stability of condensed systems. Since the inequality v < 1 is fulfilled

for all normally burning secondary explosives and, consequently, > 0, one can

state that the fulfillment of the steady-state law of burning under non-steady

conditions would guarantee wave attenuation on reflection, i. e., acoustic stability.

Let us note that the form 6f disturbances was not concretely defined here, same

as in (Bibl. 4), and our conclusion is valid for weak waves of arv form, including

harmonic waves. Of course, one can assume that the law of burning may differ

noticeably from the steady-state law for rapid pressure changes, e. g., for periodic

changes with a high frequency. The effect of unsteadiness on the process of inter-

action of shock waves with flame in gas was taken into account in (Bibl. U1, 12).

The unsteadiness of burning process on interaction of weak harmonic waves

with burning surface was acknowledged in theories of resonance burning, developed

in (Bibl. 8, 9). In these papers, the unsteadiness is taken into account

by introducing into the steady-state law of burning the combustion-process delay

time relative to instantaneous values of thermodynamic parameters.

One of the possible methods for introduction of delay time is the method

used in theory of non-equilibrium processes (Bibl. 13), according to which the speed

of approximation of the non-equilibrium burning rate to its equilibrium value

is proportional to the difference between instantaneous and equilibrium values,

L. e., satisfies equation

dU I WO -U

where T is the relaxation time; % is the steady-state rate of burning; U is

the instantaneous rate of burning.
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This method was employed in (Bibl. 8). Assuming that all the disturbances depend

on time according to the law e , and using equations (3) thru (9) and (15)" one can

easily demonstrate that the presence of relaxation time of delay will be taken into

account if

A BF (b)

is substituted, instead of A ad B, in the expression for acoustic conductivity.

For the same assumptions under which formula (13) was obtained we shall have

,. - • w-] + T+ (T2-- I) p 1. (16)

In this case, the condition of intensification will have the form

net](i + -i-r-'r- -_L!_ 72V: < 0 (17)

One can see that the presence of relaxation time of delay increases the acoustic

stability of the system.

Another method of obtaining nonsteady-state law of burning by mo4ifying

the well-known steady-state law of burning through introduction o)f delay time

was formulated first for the case of burning in liquid fuel rocket engines

in (Bibl. 14) and applied to burning of condensed systems in (Bibl. 9). It is

assumed in this method that the process of burning progresses In two stages

viz., gasification aMd cembustion proper, separated by the time interval

equal to the induction tims V so that-

nib, (1) = ( 1 ) - i ( ; 0 ) = ap (0)) (18)

Here is the mass rate of gasification; mb is the mass rate of formation

of combustion products, and induction time T is determined fro equation

FTD-TT-62-16990/+ 2 6



p'" (t) dt" - cofSL (19)

where a in a certain constant on the arder of owe.

If the pressure disturbance ands at the same time, disturbances in .11 therme-

dynamic pLrameters and in outflov rate of ombustion products depend on tlm

as et0t, then it in possible to obtain from equations (3) through (9), (18) and (19)

the expression for acoustic conductivity in fors

1 II ' + (v1-r(

Hence the condition of intensification

nz+ (v -Y).cos (jT> j- (i I (1' I 'T.- Pi,
It can be seen from (21) that intensification is possible with b eorre•so

to and 7s, even at v < 1, One can show that, in this case, a single press peek

attenuates, although the periodic wave may intensify.

It should be noted that intensification criteria (17) and (21), obtained

on the basis of nonsteady-state laws of burning, postulated in (Bibl. 8, 9)0,

differ from criteria ensuing directly frem expressions for acoustic activity,

presented in these papers. These discrepancies are caused by the fact that the authors

of (Bibl. 8, 9) ignored the appearance of entropic wave on interaction of a weak wave

with burning surface, whereas taking the latter into consideration leads

to a substantial change in exup rsion for acoustic conductivity and, coneqently,

to a change in the criterion of acoustic stability.

The mnthods of dolay time introduction, considered above, are. arbitrary to a certain

r degree, due to the absence of experimental data confirming that or other 4zdtial

hypothesis. At the same time, attempts at the direct m•a•lecal calculation of magnitude

of the acoustic conductivity of a burning rigid surface, based an analyyas of a Gmee te

model of burning (Bibl. 15), fail to give a clear mechaw-m of LntensfIcatea

on reflection. Therefore, further searches for nonsteady-state law of bmrning are

Fnh-TT-62-1690/+ 2.7



are justified.

Based on laws of sess, Impulse and energ conservation on the front of burning•,

as vwel as on the condition of acoustic stabilityp the general requirement a.tsi each-

a law can be formulated. Indeed, in the case of disturbances depending on time

as oi0 tj assuming for the sak* of simplicity that the rate of burning depends

on pressure only, one can connsect instantaneous values the combustion product outflow

rate and the Pressure by fomiea
6 (.p2'k) _ D 1•

LanDý (22)

where D is a certain ccmplex number deternlned by the law of burning. Finding

a corresponding expression by means of (3) through (8) and (22). we establish

that the following inequality mist be satisfied, if the incident wave is intensified

an reflectiont
lieD> j_(1 2

(23)

It is pointed out in (Bibl. 16) that the caWreusbility of condensed ph&a

must be taken into account in studying the properties of burning suface. Coclusions

here obtained can be easily generalized on the case of compressible condensed phase.

The authors are grateful to A. D. Margolin for his critique in which he demonstrated

that condition (14) can be obtained also within the framework of combustion theo7r

formulated by Ya. B. Zeldovich and A. F. Belyayev (Bibl. 10, 17).
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